
Objectives
New drug lifecycles have traditionally 
been managed by paper-based data 
collection and workflows. This 
dramatically slows processing through 
research, pre-clinical, clinical, and 
regulatory submission processes. Clinical 
trial data processes are especially 
cumbersome, as researches must wait 
many weeks to get visibility into the 
results of ongoing trials with limited 
ability to adjust trial parameters in-flight 
due to these constraints and no option 
to apply early learning to the cycle. How 
do we make this process more secure, 
digital, and far faster?

Tactics
Launch created two complementary solutions 
to address both visibility in the data collection 
process as well as FDA submissions.  Both 
solutions were based on a novel data 
governance solution mirroring the eCTD FDA 
submission format. As data was generated 
and collected throughout the entire new drug 
lifecycle, it was stored and tagged according 
to the schema in real time, providing data 
visibility and allowing the team to work 
against a draft version of the submission from 
day one. A click of a button could now 
generate the final eCTD submission.

Results
 Facilitated global clinical trials at 11

separate sites.
 Researchers gained the ability to analyze

initial results and adjust chemistry within
days.

 Drug design speed increased 3-4x.
 FDA submission was compiled in a matter

of minutes – far faster than current
cumbersome processes.

 Enabled electronic FDA submissions years
earlier than the pending FDA submission
deadline.

Revolutionizing paper-based workflows throughout the clinical trials process. 
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“At the heart of the pharma ecosystem is the lab, harboring a wealth of data that could reveal the way
forward through a turbulent marketplace—but only if the right tools are in place to turn that data into
meaningful insight, and contextualize it within the enterprise as a whole. That’s the next frontier in pharma,
and reaching it is increasingly essential for ongoing business success..” – Bob Voelkner, VP Sales and Marketing


